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TGH Summary 

Conceal Network is a peer-to-peer privacy DeFi framework enabling individuals to 
anonymously communicate and interact financially, in a decentralised and 
censorship resistant environment. The project has relentlessly focussed on 
development since launching in 2018, with its four fundamental pillars that serve as 
the foundation for the Conceal community: privacy, social inclusion, decentralisation 
and censorship resistance. 

Conceal has expertly built a comprehensive privacy ecosystem throughout the 
challenging bear market and has several huge catalysts in the pipeline for 2021 and 
beyond, many coming in early Q1. Whether to facilitate saving (Conceal Cold 
Staking), instant private messaging (Clive app), real world payments (Conceal Card) 
or to privately and securely transact on and off the DeFi Ethereum network (via 
wCCX Swap), Conceal has all the tools it needs to challenge the larger privacy 
networks, despite being a microcap ($520k). 

 

 



Core Features of Conceal 

Cloud and mobile support for all features: 

 Decentralised Banking - Cold Staking is a timed deposit where users can earn 
compounding interest on locked coins (holding the locked funds can be kept offline, 
or cold.). Users privately choose the length of the staking period and the amount of 
CCX to be staked, which can be done via the Desktop, Cloud or Mobile wallet. 
Deposits with Conceal Banking earn significantly more than a savings account, as 
much as 6% APR plus compounding. 

 Private Transactions - Conceal's privacy is at the protocol level, via ring signatures 
and one time stealth addresses built on the CryptoNote protocol. It solves the 
privacy issues from other cryptocurrencies by automatically applying privacy 
techniques to every single transaction made. Interactions over networks are 
untraceable, via cryptographic protocols with nearly perfect assurance against any 
tampering. 

 Encrypted Messaging - A simple, yet powerful feature is Conceal's ability to encrypt 
messages at source to achieve true privacy. Normally, a message like an email is 
encrypted between a sender’s browser and a third-party server and then between 
these servers and the recipient’s browser, which still makes the contents of an email 
message available to the email provider on their servers. Conceal removes this risk 
by making messages encrypted at point of sending, plus giving user the option to 
self-destruct messages. 

 

Catalysts 

 Conceal Live "Clive" app - due for release in early Q1 2021. Designed to introduce 
the world's first truly decentralised private messaging app, the Clive app will have 
video/audio and text capabilities, using Conceal's encrypted messaging features. It 
even will work without internet! The key catalyst for Conceal will be the ability to 
send CCX payments via the app too, potentially introducing brand new people to 
crypto. 

 

 wCCX /CCX Swap tool - a potential game changer for Conceal adoption and 
Ethereum as a whole. wCCX is a wrapped ERC20 version of the CCX coin on 
Ethereum (1:1), with a swap tool in the final stages of testing in early Q1. Billions of 
dollars are stored on the Ethereum network, either as native ETH or in the DeFi 
market and all very publicly traceable. wCCX will offer a completely untraceable 
privacy gateway for users to transact out of the Ethereum network, via Conceal and 
beyond. 

 

https://conceal.network/#wallets
https://conceal.cloud/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.ConcealNetwork.ConcealMobile


 

 ETH Treasury Fund - Having already raised an impressive 331 ETH ($300k as of 
current writing - over 50% of the marketcap!) in the wCCX pre-sale in October 2020, 
the Conceal team are planning to use these funds to add several new team 
members, launch a substantial marketing and advertising campaign to support 
Conceal Live and the wCCX Swap tool and secure the project for several more years 
(Note this is in addition to the 5.5 million CCX still available to fund the team from 
pre-mine, being released over 5 years). 

 

 Halving & Mining - Conceal implemented a block halving (from 12 to 6 CCX per 2 
minute block) in mid December 2020. The sharp reduction of CCX block rewards will 
over time increase the scarcity, as we saw with Bitcoin. In addition, the team have 
redesigned the Conceal mining algorithm to penalise large miners and make mining 
and securing the Conceal network much more attractive to smaller miners. These 
two changes should see a significant removal of selling pressure and provide a 
positive catalyst to both decentralisation and price going into 2021. 

 

 Conceal-Card - the team is hard at work at Conceal-Card, a card that facilitates NFC 
payments, directly from a user's Conceal wallet, in CCX. These cards are becoming 
common in crypto, but Conceal's will be the first to have the ability to be transacted 
privately, without possible censorship from third parties. This can not be 
understated how important this could be to users in authoritarian countries or 
without easy access to traditional financial services. 

 

 Conceal-CAP (Confidential Asset Platform) - ****Longer term Conceal are working 
on "Conceal-CAP", an entirely new platform. Here, any user will be able to create a 
new tokenised asset (e.g. a stablecoin or security token) and take advantage of 
Conceal Network's features to ensure privacy, speed and secure trading features as 
standard. 

 

 

 

 

 



Coin Summary 

The Conceal CCX coin has a maximum supply of 200 million coins, with a block reward of 6 
CCX every 2 minutes giving an annual emission around 788,400 CCX per year, or about 4%. 

 Circulating Supply - 9,381,034 CCX 
 Banked (locked for deposit) - 8,873,372 CCX 
 Total Supply - 18,254,406 CCX 
 Up-to-date figures via https://explorer.conceal.network/index.html 
 The team's pre-mine of 6% and spending can be followed here 

Interest 

Conceal holders are able to use Conceal's cold-staking feature to deposit Conceal and earn 
interest. Deposits with Conceal Banking earn significantly more than a savings account, as 
much as 6% APR plus compounding. 

Resources 

 Market cap at time of find – $520k 
 Website - https://conceal.network/ 
 Telegram - https://t.me/concealnetworkusers 
 Discord - https://discord.com/invite/YbpHVSd 
 Twitter - https://twitter.com/ConcealNetwork 
 Documentation - https://conceal.network/wiki/doku.php 
 Conceal Roadmap - https://concealnetwork.medium.com/conceal-trello-board-

1c13f2367759 
 Medium - https://concealnetwork.medium.com/ 

Exchanges 

CCX: 

Stex 

Hotbit 

TradeOgre 

wCCX*: 

Uniswap (ETH) 

*swap tool for wCCX/CCX coming soon on https://conceal.network/ 

 

https://explorer.conceal.network/index.html
https://explorer.conceal.network/index.html#funds
https://conceal.network/
https://t.me/concealnetworkusers
https://discord.com/invite/YbpHVSd
https://twitter.com/ConcealNetwork
https://conceal.network/wiki/doku.php
https://concealnetwork.medium.com/conceal-trello-board-1c13f2367759
https://concealnetwork.medium.com/conceal-trello-board-1c13f2367759
https://concealnetwork.medium.com/
https://app.stex.com/en/basic-trade/pair/BTC/CCX
https://www.hotbit.io/exchange?symbol=CCX_BTC
https://tradeogre.com/exchange/BTC-CCX
https://info.uniswap.org/token/0x21686f8ce003a95c99acd297e302faacf742f7d4
https://conceal.network/

